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1 Abstract 

2 

3 Coastal compound flooding events occur when extreme events of rainfall, river discharge and 

4 sea level coincide and collectively increase water surface elevation, exacerbating flooding. 

5 The meteorological conditions that generate these events are usually low-pressure systems 

6 that generate high winds and intense rainfall. In this study, we identify the types of synoptic 

7 atmospheric conditions that are typically associated with coastal compound events using a 

8 weather-type approach, for the North Atlantic coastlines (encompassing northwest Europe 

9 and the east coast of the U.S.). Compound events are identified along the 

10 estuaries of the study region from 1980 to 2014 based on an impact function defined by water 

13 surface elevation that resulted from the combination of river discharge and sea level. 

We find that compound events are more frequent along European as opposed 

14 to US coastlines. In both cases, they are associated with a few dominant weather patterns. 

15 European hotspots of compound events are concentrated in the west coast of UK, the 

16 northwest coast of the Iberian Peninsula and around the Strait of Gibraltar. These areas share 

17 the same weather patterns which represent the main pathways of storms that cross the North 

18 Atlantic Ocean. In the case of US locations, the areas with highest number of compound 

19 events are located mainly in the Gulf of Mexico and along Mexico and along the mid-eastern 

20 US coastlines. In these areas, compound events are produced by transitional weather 

21 patterns, which describe storms that travel northward parallel to the coastline. Splitting the 

22 occurrence of compound events in the corresponding weather types discriminates the 
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23 interannual variability based on the relationship with dominant climate indices in the North 

24 Atlantic Ocean. 

34 

35 

36 
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37 1. Introduction 
 

38 The coastal floods experienced along the Atlantic coastlines of north America and Europe 

39 often have a compound dimension, where the interaction of multivariate drivers exacerbate 

40 the effects. In Hurricane Harvey in 2017, the rainfall in and around Houston would have 

41 caused a flood alone, but the impacts were compounded by the slow moving storm surge 

42 (Valle-Levinson et al., 2020). Superstorm Sandy in 2012 produced the highest storm surge 

43 ever recorded at spring tide and high winds, causing major flood impacts in New York city and 

44 surrounding areas, and this was compounded by significant rainfall (Zscheischler et al. 2018). 

45 In Brittany, France, 600 persons were affected by coastal flooding in December 2000 that 

46 occurred due to the combination of heavy precipitation over several river catchments and a 

47 storm surge generated by an extra-tropical storm (HANZE database, Paprotny et al., 2018). 

48 Lastly at Lymington, Hampshire on 24 December 1999 the town was flooded due to tidal 

49 locking of the high run-off down the Lymington River by a large surge produced by the same 

50 storm system, with this flooding overwhelming recently upgraded defences (Ruocco et al., 

51 2011). 

52 These events illustrate clearly that hydrological and oceanographic processes are connected 

53 by weather systems. Precipitation extremes can have a wide range of causes, such as 

54 convection along orography, thunderstorms, and fronts in addition to cyclones (Mesmer and 

55 Simmonds, 2021). However, storm surges are driven by barometric pressure effects and 

56 strong winds, caused by intense cyclonic activity, which push water toward the coast 

57 (Bevacqua et al., 2019). This prerequisite of a cyclonic storm being necessary in the 

58 generation of compound flooding events has been confirmed in the comparison of the 

59 weather patterns associated with extreme flooding events caused by combinations of storm 

60 surges and rainfall along the main US cities (Wahl et al., 2015). This weather pre-requisite has 

61 also been corroborated in a study performed for the UK (Hendry et al., 2019) where distinctive 

62 differences in storm types experienced along the western and eastern coasts of the UK 

63 explain the relative absence of compound events on the latter as compared to the former. 

64 Therefore, an understanding of the underlying phenomena and identification of the drivers 

65 of compound events are both important to improve their prediction and risk assessment 

66 (Zscheischler et al. 2020). 
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67 In the past, composite meteorological maps have been used to examine the synoptic weather 

68 systems that most frequently influence co-occurring storm surge and precipitation extremes 

69 (Wahl et al., 2015), or skew surge and river discharge extremes (Hendry et al., 2019). A 

70 correlation-based, map-typing technique was also applied to identify composite synoptic 

71 patterns associated with compound events caused by extreme surges and rainfall (Wu et al., 

72 2018). Methods based on tracking individual cyclones in space and time (i.e., a quasi- 

73 Lagrangian approach) were used to identify compound events caused by extreme wind and 

74 spatially large precipitation (Messmer and Simmonds, 2021). More sophisticated methods 

75 based on dynamical- systems theory have also been applied to co-occurrences of wind and 

76 precipitation extremes (De Luca et al., 2020). 
 

77 Weather types (WTs) provide one of the main methods used to classify atmospheric 

78 circulation patterns in synoptic climatology (Yarnal, 1993; Barry and Chorley, 2003). The first 

79 synoptic classifications were obtained by applying manual procedures (Hess and Brezowsky, 

80 1969, Lamb, 1972)  becoming more objective using mainly clustering techniques (Sheridan,  

81 2002; Hewitson and Crane, 2002, Gutiérrez et al., 2005). In addition to being used as a tool  

82 for describing atmospheric states and processes, synoptic weather classification has also been 

83 used to model the linkage between circulation and surface climate (Huth et al., 2008). This 

84 nonlinear relationship between atmospheric conditions (predictor) and the local 

85 environmental variables (predictand) has been applied to develop statistical downscaling 

86 methods for projecting wave climate (Camus et al. 2014, 2017), an extreme value model (Rueda  

87 et al. 2016), or climate emulators for coastal flooding ( Anderson et al., 2019, Cagigal et al., 
2020). Other applications of synoptic weather patterns analysed  climate-related disasters such   

88 as fires (Ruffault et al., 2017) or deep persistence slab avalanches (Schauer et al., 2021). 
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89 On the other hand, the definition of compound events has developed from a driver to an 

90 impact perspective in recent years. This led Zscheischler et al. (2020) to propose a typology 

91 of these events in which flooding is considered to be caused by the interaction between 

92 multiple climate drivers and/or hazards within the same geographical region, that may not be 

93 extreme themselves, but whereby their joint occurrence causes an extreme impact. The lack 

94 of data of the hazard or impact at regional and global scales have resulted in the application 

95 of two-sided conditional sampling to bivariate drivers to identify compound flooding potential 

96 events (Wahl et al., 2015, Ward et al., 2018, Couasnon et al., 2020, Camus et al., 2021, Nasr 

97 et al., 2021). Recently, Eilander et al. (2020) simulated water levels at river mouths generated 

98 by the interaction between oceanographic and riverine drivers using a global coupled river- 

99 coast flood  model framework. This dataset opens the possibility to use water surface 

100 elevation as a consistent indicator of flooding hazard. 
 

101 Therefore, the overall aim of this study is to relate the spatial and temporal occurrence of 

102 compound events along the North Atlantic estuaries to their respective daily weather 

103 conditions using (i) a weather-typing approach and (ii) the global database of water levels 

104 developed by Eilander et al. (2020). Synoptic circulation patterns over more than three 

105 decades are obtained by applying classification techniques. The specific objectives are to: (1) 

106 improve the understanding of dependence in compound flood-producing extremes 

107 identifying the atmospheric patterns that more likely generate these type of 

108 events; (2) assess the ability of weather types to capture the spatial and temporal variability 

109 of the occurrence of compound flooding potential. 
 

110 We divide the study area into two sub-domains containing the densely populated European 

111 and United States (US) Atlantic coastlines, respectively, thereby capturing systematic 

112 differences in the storm activity experienced along both coastlines. Only the extratropical 

113 season (December, January, February, March, April and May, DJFMAM) is analysed for the US 

114 coastline because tropical cyclones are not properly reproduced in ERA-Interim, which is the 

115 forcing used for the Eilander et al. (2020) database. These specific features determine two 

116 distinct applications of the methodological framework. 
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117 The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the databases used 

118 to define the atmospheric conditions and coastal compound events. The methods applied to 

119 identify extreme compound events and classify daily weather conditions are introduced in 

120 section 3. Weather patterns in the two subdomains are presented in section 4. The links 

121 between synoptic patterns and the occurrence of compound events are analysed in section 5.  

122 Section 6 analyses climate variability and the occurrence of compound events based on their  

123 correlation with climate indices. Section 7 provides a discussions and section 8 concludes. 

124  
 

125  
 

 

126 2. Data 
 

127 In this study, we differentiate between the local hydrological and oceanographic variables 

128 and the synoptic-scale atmospheric conditions. Local variables are the water surface elevation 

129 on the river mouths and the two drivers, sea level and river discharge, that interact and 

130 modify water level at the river outlets. The atmospheric conditions are used as large-scale 

131 predictors of the local sea-surface dynamics (predictands), and to obtain weather patterns. 

132 In addition, several climate indices, representative of the climate variability in the North 

133 Atlantic, are used to analyse their influence in the frequency and location of the coastal 

134 compound events (CEs). 
 

135  
 

136 2.1. Local hydrological and oceanographic variables 
 

137 2.1.1. Water surface elevation 
 

138 We use the global database of daily water surface elevations (WSEs) in estuaries (1980-2014), 

139 developed by Eilander et al. (2020), that accounts for river discharge-storm surge interactions, 

140 to identify the coastal CEs. This dataset is publicly available and contains 

141 simulated water levels and discharge at 3,433 river mouth locations globally, including several 

142 components of nearshore still water levels. The dataset was generated using a state-of-the- 

143 art global river routing model (CaMa-Flood, Yamazaki et al 2011), bounded by dynamic sea 

144 level. A multi-model ensemble (6 members) of global hydrological models and land surface 

145 models with meteorological forcing from ERA-Interim (Dee et al 2011) and MSWEP 27 v1.2 
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146 (Beck et al 2017) were used to force the model CaMa-Flood with runoff data. Only data for 

147 catchments with a minimum size of 1,000 km2 are provided here, due to the relatively coarse 

148 resolution of the hydrological models. 
 

149  
 

150 2.1.2. Skew surge 
 

151 To characterize the oceanographic flooding driver, storm surge, we used the skew surge 

152 parameter (S), which is the difference between the maximum sea level and the maximum 

153 astronomical tide within each tidal cycle, regardless of their timing. Daily time series of skew 

154 surge are obtained from time series of total water levels which were used to force the 

155 hydrodynamic model used by Eilander et al. (2020). Surge levels from the Global Tide and 

156 Surge Reanalysis based on the GTSM model (Muis et al 2016), and tide levels from the 

157 FES2012 model (Carrere et al 2012), defined the dynamic sea level data. 
 

158  
 

159 2.1.3. River discharge 
 

160 Daily time-series of river discharge (Q) were extracted from the CaMa-Flood global model 

161 driven with the same precipitation dataset as in Eilander et al. (2020) and forced by a constant 

162 mean sea level, which means that the river discharge variable is the result of upstream 

163 catchment processes only. For this reason, we use river discharge simulations provided by 

164 Couasnon et al. (2019), which were generated by routing the mean daily runoff of the JULES 

165 model. 
 

166  
 

167 2.2. Synoptic-scale atmospheric conditions 
 

168 River discharge is an integrated result of hydrological processes in a river system in 

169 transporting runoff from rain. Therefore, precipitation (P) is considered as the main driver of 

170 river discharge, although other climatic and non-climatic factors affect the fluvial source 

171 driver (Bevacqua et al., 2020). However, we only consider atmospheric drivers responsible for 

172 the short-term variability (in the order of  days). Storm surge is the sea level variation 

173 generated by wind and atmospheric pressure changes. Sea level pressure (SLP) represents 

174 the geostrophic wind conditions. In order to avoid redundancy of information, only P and SLP 
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175 are used in the classification and wind is added to aid understanding of the synoptic 

176 conditions. 
 

177 Hourly SLP, wind and P fields were extracted from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) 

178 at 0.25° x 0.25° resolution. The ERA5 hourly dataset spans 1979 onwards and is currently 

179 publicly available at the Copernicus Climate Change Service. Here, accumulated daily P, mean 

180 daily SLP, and mean daily wind fields were calculated from hourly data. 
 

181  
 

182 2.3. Climate indices 
 

183 Here we use the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) climate index, which was downloaded from 

184 the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Prediction Center 

185 (www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov). This leading monthly teleconnection index is derived from rotated 

186 Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of the monthly mean standardized 500-mb 

187 height anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere, in the region 20°-90°N (Barnston and Livezey, 

188 1987). We also use the Western Europe Pressure Anomaly (WEPA), a climate index developed 

189 by Castelle et al. (2017), and computed as the normalized SLP gradient between Valentia 

190 (Ireland) and Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Canary Islands) that best explains winter wave height 

191 variability along the Atlantic coast of Europe. 
 

192 The Pacific-North America (PNA) pattern is one of the dominant modes of low-frequency 

193 variability in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics. The PNA  (index) has been chosen as the  

194 second mode of a Rotated EOF analysis using monthly mean 500 millibar heightanomaly data  

195 from 1950 over 0-90°N latitude. 
 

196 The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a periodic fluctuation in sea surface temperature 

197 (El Niño) and the air pressure of the overlying atmosphere (Southern Oscillation) across the 

198 equatorial Pacific Ocean. The Oceanic Nino Index (ONI) is one of the primary indices, 

199 calculated as a 3-month running mean of the sea surface temperature anomalies in an area 

200 of the east-central equatorial Pacific Ocean, which is called the Nino-3.4 region (5S to 5N; 

212 170W to 120W). 

213 
 

214 
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215 3. Coastal compound events 
 

216 Compound flooding events were defined as extreme WSE events caused by extreme Q and S  

217 events. The occurrence of these events were calculated to identify compound-dominant locations  

218 in the study domain and perform a more detailed analysis in some specific locations (section 5). 
 

219 3.1 Sampling 
 

220 A peak over threshold (POT) approach was used to select independent extreme events 

221 of WSE, Q and S considering a storm duration of 3 days. A threshold that guarantees three 

222 events per year was established. These values were selected following previous studies (e.g., 

223 Camus et al., 2021; Eilander et al., 2020; Ward et al., 2018; Hendry et al., 2019; Bevacqua et 

224 al., 2019). CEs were defined as those extreme events of WSE that are 

225 generated by Q and S over their corresponding POT threshold. The values of Q and S 

226 associated with extreme WSE events were selected within a time window of 1 day. 
 

227 To illustrate the sampling approach, time series of WSE, Q and S during the year when the 

228 maximum WSE events occurred at three locations along the European North Atlantic 

229 coastlines (see Figure 2 with these locations marked) are shown in Figure 1 (see Figure SM1 

230 with the same analysis for the three selected locations along the US coastlines). Some of the 

231 selected extreme WSE events are coincident also with the extreme Q and S events selected 

232 by POT (represented in black). However, most of the extreme WSE events identified in the 

233 second location correspond to extreme Q, but not events with S over the POT threshold. 

234 These different characteristics of extreme WSE events are reflected in the scatter plots which 

235 display the corresponding value of the river discharge and skew surge of these WSE events. 

236 The range of the values of WSE, Q and S are different between the different locations. The 

237 relationship between these three variables also varies between locations. Spearman 

238 correlation coefficients were found to be 0.63 in location 1 and 0.89-0.85 in locations 2 and 3 

239 for the pair WSE-Q, while they are 0.3, 0.26 and 0.46 at locations 1, 2 and 3, respectively, for 

240 WSE-S.  

241  
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242 245 
 

243 Figure 1. Scatter plots of river discharge (Q) against skew surge (S) for the identified extreme 

244 water surface elevation (WSE) events (represented by the red scale) at three locations along 

245 the European coastline (see Figure 2 for locations). Time series of WSE, Q and S during the 

246 year with the highest extreme WSE event. Extreme WSE events which coincide with an 

247 extreme Q event are represented with a red circle, those that coincide with an extreme S 

248 event are represented with a blue circle, and WSE events that coincide with extreme Q and S 

249 events are represented with a black asterisk. 
 

250 253 
 

251 3.2 Identification of compound-dominant locations 
 

252 We use the number of (CEs) as an indicator of compound-dominant behaviour. Figure 2  

253 shows these results for the study locations along the European coastlines for the entire year 

254  and along the US coastlines only for the extratropical season. Locations with the highest 

255  number of CEs (more than 30) are concentrated along the west coast of the UK, the Iberian  

256 Peninsula and the area around the Strait of Gibraltar. Along the US coast, the maximum  

257 number of CEs are of the order 20, and the percentage of locations with this number 

258  are much lower  than along the European coast. Three compound-dominant locations are  

259 selected in each of these  two coastlines to perform a detailed analysis of  

260 the meteorological  conditions that generate these events (Section 5).  

264 

265 

266 
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267 

268 

269  

270 Figure 2. a) Number of coastal compound events (defined as those extreme water surface 

271 elevation events generated by the combination of extreme river discharge and skew surge) 

272 along the European coastline during the entire year; b) along the US coastline during the 

273 extratropical season (DJFMAM) from 1980 to 2014. Three locations are selected in each of 

274 these two coastlines (black squares) for detailed analysis: European coastlines (a): 1) Nith 

275 River (Scotland); 1) Douro River (Oporto, Portugal); 3) Oued Tahadart River (Morocco); US 

276 coastlines (b): 1) Occuquan River (Belmont Bay, Northern Virginia); 2) North Santee River 

277 (North Caroline); 3) Pearl River (Mississipi-Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico). 
 

278  
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279 4. Weather patterns in the North Atlantic Ocean 
 

280 Weather types (WTs) of the predictor of coastal CEs, defined by SLP and 

281 precipitation, were obtained by combining three data mining techniques, following Camus et 

282 al. (2014). First, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the multivariate spatial 

283 predictor to reduce the data dimensionality and simplify the classification. Second, the 

284 predictor in the EOFs space was clustered using k-means algorithm (KMA). Third, the set of 

285 clusters was organized in a lattice using a similarity criterion, that facilitates understanding a 

286 larger number of patterns and discerning transitional nodes between patterns (Sheridan and 

288 Lee, 2011). 

289 4.1 Predictor definition 
 

290 River discharge is directly linked to rainfall intensity over the watershed, as well as being a 

291 function of topography, geology and land use. For this reason, we decided to use a dynamic 

292 predictor which accounts for precipitation falls during the same day (day1) and up to two days 

293 prior to the occurrence of a compound event simulating the basin time lag. Simultaneously, 

294 we introduced information about the evolution of the storm through SLP fields during these 

295 three days to distinguish  between  different  types of extratropical cyclones. The spatial 

296 domain of the predictors for the study sites along European coastlines stretches from latitude 

297 30°N to 70°N and from longitude 30°W to 10°E (European predictor domain). The spatial 

298 domain of the predictors for the study sites along US coastlines stretches from latitude 20°N 

299 to 55°N and from longitude 100°W to 50°W (North American predictor domain). 

300 

301 4.2 Synoptic weather types 
 

302 Daily dynamic predictors over the European and North American domains were classified into 

303 64 or 49 patterns using KMA, respectively. The number of patterns was based on a 

304 compromise between a climatology characterization, but at the same, able to distinguish 

305 different low-pressure systems that generate CEs.  

306  

307 4.2.1 European subdomain 

308 Figure 3 shows the 64 WTs that characterized the synoptic patterns for European locations in 

309 an organized 2-dimensional lattice with similar patterns located together, varying smoothly 
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310 from one cell to another. Only the SLP and P fields corresponding to day 1 are represented. 

311 WTs with intense low-pressure systems but different locations of the pressure center are 

312 distributed along the lattice edges. WTs located in the upper right corner of the lattice are 

313 characterized by intense low systems over the higher latitudes of the spatial domain, with an 

314 important anticyclone over the western Europe. Precipitation is mainly distributed over 

315 western part of the Scandinavian Peninsula. WTs located on the left edge of the lattice 

316 represent strong low-pressure systems over the north-west domain associated with heavy 

317 localized precipitation as the system is displaced to the south. Other relevant WTs which 

318 characterize situations of intense low-pressure and precipitation along the western coast of 

319 the Iberian Peninsula are located in the lower right corner of the lattice. Figure 3b shows the 

320 seasonal occurrence probability of the WTs during the historical period (1980–2014), while 

321 Figure 3c is the associated mean duration (in days) of the persistent conditions at each WT. 

322 Higher persistence is usually found for the WTs representing anticyclonic conditions, as per 

323 the ones located along the upper edge of the lattice. 

324  
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325 325 

326 Figure 3. a) 8x8 Weather Tsypes represented by the sea-level pressure, in hPa, wind (left 

327 panel) and precipitation, in mm, (right panel) fields at day 1 obtained from the predictor 

328 classification for European locations; b) seasonal occurrence probability (%) of WTs (in blue 

329 scale); c) duration in days of the WT persistence (in red scale). 

330 

331 

332 4.2.2. North America subdomain 

333 The 49 WTs obtained over the North America domain for extratropical season are 

334 represented in Figure 4. Four main groups of patterns can be distinguished on the lattice. WTs 

335 located on the upper left corner are characterized by large low-pressure systems displaced to 

336 the east with precipitation over the ocean. Localized lows over Newfoundland, usually with a 

337 dipole structure (i.e., a high pressure center over the interior of the North American 

338 continent) dominate on the right lower corner. High pressure systems, some of them with 

339 important precipitation over the North Atlantic coastlines, are located in the middle lower 

340 cells. On the other hand, local low-pressure systems at different latitudes along the coastline 

341 with heavy precipitation are concentrated on the right edge of the lattice. 

342 
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343 

344  

345 Figure 4. a) 7x7 WTs represented by the sea-level pressure, in hPa, wind (left panel) and 

346 precipitation, in mm, (right panel) fields at day 1 obtained from the predictor classification for 

347 North American locations at extratropical season; b) DJFMAM occurrence probability (%) of 

348 WTs (in blue scale); c) duration in days of the WT persistence (in red scale). 
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349 349 

350 5. Linking compound events and synoptic weather patterns 
 

351 5.1 European coastlines 

352 Figures 5 and 6 shows the link between the identified (CEs) at the three 

353 locations selected along each of the North Atlantic European coastlines and the respective 

354 WTs. Figure 5a displays the scatter plot of Q and S, with WSE represented by the dot colour, 

355 of those CEs  generated by  synoptic  situations within  each WT.  Figure 6a  shows  the 

356 probability of CEs associated with each WT, while Figure 6b shows the probability of 

357 occurrence of these WTs, and Figure 6c the probability that a CE occurs given the presence 

358 of each WT for the period 1980-2014. This latter probability is calculated by dividing the 

359 occurrence probability of each WT between its mean persistence to avoid counts belonging 

360 to the same storm. 

361 At the Scottish river (Location 1 in Figure 2a), CEs are generated mainly by two 

362 patterns, WT4 and WT5, which correspond to 10 and 13 events, respectively, from a total of 

363 40 events (see Figure 51 and Figure 6a1). These two patterns resemble the NAO spatial 

364 mode, which is characterized by a strengthening of the low over Iceland and the high around 

365 the Azores (Portugal). There are several differences between these WTs. WT5 is a north-south 

366 dipole with horizontal winds, while in WT4, the dipole is oriented northwest-southeast and 

367 consequently experiences winds from the southwest. A more eastern location of the low- 

368 pressure center in the case of WT5 could explain why the CEs associated 

369 with WT5 present a higher skew surge. We calculate for each WT which WT occurs on the 

370 following day. These results, in terms of their probability and represented in a square matrix, 

371 define the transition probability matrix. This matrix describes the transition of each WT on 

372 the following day, which can be to remain in the same WT (persistence) or to progress to 

373 different ones. The diagonal dominance of the transition probability matrix indicates that the 

374 most common behaviour is to remain in the same WT (see Figure SM3). In the case of WT4, 

375 the transition matrix also reveals that there is a significant probability to evolve to WT5. The 

376 occurrence probability of these WTs is around 1.2% due to their extremeness (see Figure 6b1), 

377 whereas the probability that a CE occurs is around 15% for WT4 and 28% for WT5 (see Figure 

378 6c1). 3-day dynamic WT5 pattern gives information about the evolution of the precipitation 

379 driver which is more intense during the preceding day or two days to the subsequent CE 
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380 episode (Figure SM2). The analysis of the different storms represented by these two patterns 

381 reveals different spatial distributions of precipitation in the case of WT4 along the tight 

382 gradient of high-low pressure. 

383 CEs are less frequent in the estuary of Douro River  (Location 2 in Figure 2a) at the 

384 western coast of the Iberian Peninsula, and they are generated by a wider variety of 

385 atmospheric conditions. Three distinctive WTs are the main synoptic patterns associated with 

386 CEs, namely: WT64, WT14 and WT8, with 7, 6 and 5 events, respectively (see Figure 5-2 and 

387 Figure 6a2). Precipitation is restricted to the geographical area of the study site, especially in 

388 WT14 and WT64 with high low-pressure systems located further from the coast, while WT8 

389 is characterized by more local systems which usually generate higher storm surges. Only in 

390 around 15-25% of the occurrence of these synoptic patterns, was a CE identified (see Figure 

391 6c2). 

392 In the Moroccan River (Location 3 in (Figure 2a), most of the CEs are associated to WT8 and 

393 WT24, with 20 and 7 events out of a total of 46, respectively (see Figure 5-3 and Figure 6a3). 

394 WT8 is characterized by a medium low-pressure system centered around the north-west 

395 corner of the Iberian Peninsula accompanied with a spatial pattern of precipitation that 

396 covers the whole western Iberian Peninsula, with more intense rainfall over the Strait of 

397 Gibraltar. WT24 is defined by a less intense and smaller low-pressure system towards the 

398 south, with heavy precipitation localized in the most southern area of this subdomain during 

399 the three days considered in the definition of the dynamical predictor. There is a probability 

400 of around 90% that WT8 is associated with the occurrence of a CE (see Figure 6c3). 

401 
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402 

403 Figure 5. Weather types (WTs) linked to compound events (in color) of the European WT 

404 classification (Figure 3) and the corresponding scatter plot of river discharge vs skew surge 

405 (water surface elevation, in m, in a red scale) at the three locations selected along the North 

406 Atlantic European coastlines (locations 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2a). 

407 
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408 
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409 

410 Figure 6. Results for three locations selected along the North Atlantic European 

411 coastlines (locations 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2a). for the European weather type (WT) 

412 classification (Figure 3): 

413 a) probability (%) of compound events associated with each WT; 

414 cb) occurrence probability (%) of each WT associated with compound events; c) probability 

415 (%) of getting a compound event when the associated WT occurs.  

416  

420 The number of CEs associated with each WT has been calculated for all locations along the 

421 North Atlantic European coastlines (see Figure 7). Note that Figure 7 only includes instances 

422 where the number of events is higher than one, to avoid spurious outputs, and the scale 

423 reaches 10 CEs as the maximum value. WTs with higher number of CEs are located in the left 

424 side of the lattice. WT4 and WT5 are mainly associated with CEs that occur along the coasts 

425 of Ireland and the west coast of the UK. Regarding WT5, the synoptic conditions represented 

426 by this pattern also generated CEs along the north coast of Spain. Similar behaviour is 
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427 observed for WT6. This is due to the wider spatial pattern of precipitation of WT5 and WT6 

428 compared with WT4. WT7, WT14 and WT15 are transitional patterns over the lattice, from 

429 low pressure systems centered in the north moving to the south with localized precipitation 

430 mainly over the northwest coast of the Iberian Peninsula, which is reflected in several CEs 

431 occurring in these locations. The most important pattern regarding the number of CE 

432 occurrences is WT8, and also the extension of the corresponding spatial footprint of CE 

433 occurrences which covers the west coast of the Iberian Peninsula and north of Africa. Other 

434 significant patterns that have not been showed up in the analysis of the three locations are 

435 the WT33, WT41 and WT42, which are characterized by low pressure centres in high latitudes 

436 with precipitation over the Baltic Sea and North Sea which are, therefore, linked to CEs along 

437 the coastlines of these areas. 

438  

439 439 
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440 440 

441 Figure 7. Number of coastal compound events associated with each weather 

442 type (WT) along the European North Atlantic coastlines from 1980 to 2014 for the European 

443 WT classification (Figure 3). 

444 

445 5.2 North American coastlines 

446 Figures 8 and 9 displays the link between synoptic patterns and CEs at each of the three 

447 selected locations over the North Atlantic American coastlines. The main synoptic-scale 

448 compound flooding potential WT (WT30) is common to the three locations, albeit with 

449 different associated CE occurrence. This pattern is characterized by low pressure systems 

450 generated in the south of the predictor domain that move northward along the northeast 

451 American coastline (see Figure SM4). In the case of Occuquan River (Location 1 (in Figure 2b), 

452 around 37% of CEs (from a total of 19 events, see Figure  8-1) are associated with this WT, 

453 which occurs only around 12% of the time (see Figure  9c1). WT37 and WT44, which are 

454 characterized by low pressure systems centered northward, are also representative of 

455 compound flooding patterns in this location, with a CE occurrence of around 25-30% (see 

456 Figure 9c1). In estuary of North Santee River, (Location 2 (in Figure 2b), the highest number 

457 of CEs (around 36% of a total of 17) and the highest probability that a CE is generated when 

458 this WT occurs (10% of the time) are also associated with WT30. WT37 and WT44 are also 
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459 identified as compound flooding patterns, as in Location 1, with 11% of CEs associated with 

460 each WT and a probability that a CE occurs limited to 5% (see Figure 9c2). In the estuary 

461 of Pearl River ( Location 3   in (Figure 2b), the main compound flooding pattern is WT23, 

462 representing synoptic conditions defined by a local low system over the coast of the Gulf of 

463 Mexico   which   generates   southeast   winds   with   heavy   localized   precipitation.   The 

464 corresponding probability of CEs is around 42% of a total of 19 events (see Figure 8-3 and 

465 Figure 9a3) and the probability that a CE arises when these WTs occur is around 12% (see 

466 Figure 9c3). The second WT in terms of associated CE occurrence at Location 3 is WT29, with 

467 a probability of around 20% but with a probability that a CE occurs when this atmospheric 

468 situation is presented being lower than 6%. This pattern is not characterized by a low system, 

469 but intense southeast winds CE that might generate high sea levels accompanied by heavy 

470 localized rainfall during the same day and the two preceding days. In this case, the transition 

471 probability matrix shows that, besides the high probability of persisting in the same WT, there 

472 is a similar probability that WT23 progresses to WT30, and the WT30 to WT44 (see Figure 

473 SM5). 

474 
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475 

476 Figure 8. Weather types (WTs) linked to compound events (in color) of the US WT 

477 classification (Figure 4) and the corresponding scatter plot of river discharge vs skew surge 

478 (water surface elevation, in m, in a red scale) at three locations selected along the North 

479 Atlantic US coastlines (1, 2, 3, see Figure 2b). 

480 
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483 Figure 9. Results at three locations selected along the North Atlantic US coastlines (1, 2, 3, 

484 see Figure 2b) for the US weather type (WT) classification (Figure 4): a) 

485 probability (%) of compound events associated with each WT; b) occurrence 

486 probability (%) of each WT associated with compound events; c) probability 

487 (%) of getting a compound when the associated WT occurs. 

488  

489  

491 The distribution of the number of CEs along the North Atlantic American 

492 coastlines associated with each WT are shown in Figure 10. WT23, WT30 and WT37, located 

493 on the right of the second row of the lattice, and identified in the analysis of the three selected 

494 locations, are revealed as the synoptic patterns with the highest number of CEs along the 

495 southern coast of the Gulf of Mexico and the central eastern US coastline. The stretch of the 

496 coastline where CEs occur are conditioned to the spatial distribution of precipitation 

497 associated with each of these patterns and the location of the low systems. When the total 

498 CE occurrence is divided in WTs, other WTs emerge, such as WT39 and WT46 which are 

499 associated with CEs that occur along the coastline from New Jersey to Maine. Although the 

500 total number of CEs in this area is low, the within-WT occurrence is comparable to other 

501 locations because it is mainly concentrated in these two WTs. Besides WT23, which was 

502 identified in the analysis of Location 3, WT49 is also linked with high CE occurrence in 

503 locations along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. This pattern is defined by localized intense 

504 precipitation during the previous and same day as the CE coexisting with south-eastern winds, 

505 similar to WT29 but with much more localized rainfall. 
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506 506 

507  

508 Figure 10. The  number of coastal compound events  associated with each 

509 weather type (WT) along the North Atlantic US coastlines from 1980 to 2014 for the US WT 

510 classification (Figure 4). 

511 

512 6. Analysis of the interannual variability of occurrences of coastal 

513 compound events 
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514 Figure 11a shows the Kendall rank correlation coefficient between the annual winter  

515 (DJFM) occurrence of WTs in the European domain and the NAO winter index, Figure 11b  

516 shows the correlation between the number of CEs at each study site associated with each  

517 WT and the NAO winter index. WT and CE occurrences represent discrete variables,  

518 which complicate the analysis to provide a robust and significant correlation value.  

519 Small random magnitudes are added to the occurrences and the final results are calculated  

520 from 1000 simulations. Figure SM7 shows some examples of the correlation between time  

521 series of the winter occurrence of certain WTs and the NAO or 

522 WEPA index. Figure SM8 shows some examples of the correlation between the number of CEs 

523 that occur during winter associated to a certain WTs and the NAO or WEPA index. 

524 Correlation between the NAO index and the CE occurrence is limited to lower WTs than the 

525 correlation between the NAO index and the WT occurrence because a CE is not always 

526 generated when the associated WT occur. Only certain variability, represented by 

527 maximum correlation coefficients of the order of 0.4, of the CE occurrence at locations in the 

528 south of Ireland and UK and on the north coast of France are explained by the NAO index. 

529 These CEs are associated mainly with WT4, WT5 and WT6, which its annual winter occurrence 

530 is also positively correlated (coefficients around 0.3-0.4) with the NAO index. The CE 

531 occurrence along the south-west coast of the Atlantic Ocean is associated mainly with WT8 

532 and neighbouring WTs, being negatively correlated with the NAO index (coefficients between 

533 -0.3 and -0.4). A similar analysis with the WEPA index is displayed in Figure 11c and 11d. In 

534 this case, the link between the CE occurrence and this climate index is concentrated in WT5 

535 and WT6 along the south-west coast of Ireland and UK, with an intensification of the positive 

536 correlation (coefficients around 0.3-0.4 in higher number of locations) as compared to the 

537 NAO index. 

539 

540 The interannual variability of CE occurrence with NAO and WEPA is associated with synoptic 

541 conditions represented by WT4, WT5 and WT6. These patterns are characterized by low 

542 pressure systems centered in latitudes of around 70-60 degrees, whreh its spatial structure 

543 is partially explained with the spatial modes of these climate indices. During the positive 

544 phase of the NAO, the SLP gradient is strengthened, which drives deep low-pressure systems 

545 passing between Greenland and Scotland that are associated with increased W-SW winds at 
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546 around 60°N. The WEPA’s spatial pattern is also a latitudinal dipole but with a ~15° southward 

547 shift as compared with NAO (Castelle et al., 2017) which also drives a large number of deep 

548 low-pressure systems passing over Ireland and the UK. During the negative phase of the NAO, 

549 less deep southward shifted low-pressure systems occur, which explain the negative 

550 correlation with WTs located in the lower cells of the lattice and which is reflected in a 

551 negative correlation with compound event occurrences associated with WT8 and WT24. 

552  

553 553 
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554 554 

555 Figure 11. a) Correlation between weather type (WT) occurrence and NAO winter index 

556 (significant marked with a dot); b) correlation between the occurrence of coastal compound 

557 events and NAO winter index (only significant shown) along European coastlines; c) and d) 

558 same for WEPA index, for the European WT classification (Figure 3). 

559 

560 Figure 102 shows the correlation between the occurrence of WTs within the US domain 

561 (panels a and c) and the PNA or ONI index during the extratropical season, and the correlation 

562 between the number of CEs that occur during this season at each study site associated with 

563 each WT (panels b and d) and the PNA or ONI index (panels a and b or c and d, respectively). 

564 Only variability in the occurrence of CEs associated with WTs 23, 30 and 37 at study sites 

565 mainly located   at   the   southern   stretch   of   the   eastern   US   coast   show   significant 

566 teleconnections. The correlation is practically restricted to WT37 and the central area of the 

567 eastern US coast in the case of the PNA index. 

568 During a positive PNA phase, the polar jet stream across North America is stronger and farther 

569 south, within a large-scale trough, and extended southwest to northeast, supporting more 

570 cyclone activity along the coast, with a more distinct, less dispersed, storm track (Notaro et 
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571 al., 2006). Therefore, a positive correlation between WT occurrence and PNA index is found 

572 in those WTs which characterize low pressure centers along the eastern US coastline, with 

573 the highest correlation with WT37 (maximum correlation close to 0.6). This relationship is 

574 reflected in the positive  correlation (coefficient around 0.3-04) between CE occurrence 

575 associated to this WT and PNA index in the mid-eastern US coastline. 

576 East Coast winter storms are known to increase during El Niño events (Hirsch, DeGaetano, 

577 and Colucci 2001), with lower atmospheric pressures (Trenberth and Caron 2000) and greater 

578 cyclone activity more common throughout the southern United States during the winters 

579 (Kunkel and Angel 1999). The higher WT occurrence during the positive phase of the ONI 

580 index is reflected in a positive correlation around 0.3 in WTs 23, 30 and 37 which is revealed 

581 in a positive correlation (coefficient around 0.3-0.4) with CE occurrence along the southern 

582 coast of the Gulf of Mexico, the coast of Florida and the US east-central coast, respectively. 

583 

584  
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585 

586 

587 Figure 102. a) Correlation between weather type (WT) occurrence and PNA index (significant 

588 marked with a dot) during extratropical season; b) correlation between the occurrence of 

589 coastal compound events and PNA index (only significant shown) along US coastlines during 

590 this season; c) and d) same for ONI index, for the US WT classification (Figure 4). 

591 

592 7. Discussion 

593 

594 We have found considerable differences between American and European coastlines, with 

595 the occurrence of CEs being more frequent in Europe. The analysis is done for the whole year 

596 in Europe, however, most of the CEs (around 90%) occur in the extra-tropical season. In 

597 European coastlines, the distribution of the highest CE occurrence is concentrated along the 

598 west coast of the Iberian Peninsula and southern coast of the study domain, in line with 

599 previous results in Camus et al. (2021) and, Couasnon et al. (2020), based on the dependency 

600 between drivers. The west coast of the UK and certain locations at the North and Baltic Seas, 
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601   detected by Eilander et al. (2020) and Ganguli & Merz (2020) as compound-dominant, have 

602 also been found to be CE ‘hotspots’ in this study. Regarding the east coast of North America, 

603     the areas with the highest frequency of CEsare located around latitudes 604       35°-40° and 

 along the Gulf of Mexico, with the occurrence being half that compared with 605 Europe. These 

areas were also detected as the ones with the highest correlation between sea 606 level and 

precipitation in Wahl et al. (2015), while correlations between river flows and surges 607 is more 

spatially diverse (Moftakhari et al. 2017). 

608 We have applied an approach based on WTs to identify the daily synoptic conditions 

609 associated with the occurrence of CEs. This approach is different to previous analyses of the 

610 weather conditions associated with coastal compound flooding events. Specifically, weather 

611     patterns are here defined without intervention of the flooding hazard and drivers, while in 

612 other studies (Wahl et al., 2015; Hendry et al. 2019) they are defined as the composite of the 

613 weather situations that have caused CEs. The subset of CEs can be split into several WTs using 

614     this weather-typing approach which allows us, in this case, discrimination of the diverse 

615   synoptic conditions that generate CEs. However, the predictor composite based on the 

616 occurrence of CEs could gather weather situations that they do not resemble. Another 

617     advantage of the WT approach is that a common classification of weather patterns can be 

618 used for the analysis of the occurrence of CEs along a regional coastline influenced by similar 

619 synoptic weather conditions. This attribute allows detection of the number of locations that 

620   share the same WTs linked to CEs, providing information about the CE spatial footprints. 

621    Besides, the organization of weather patterns in a lattice provides a clearer visualization of 

622   how the CE occurrence at adjacent coastal locations are associated with similar WTs. 

623 Moreover, the WT transition matrix allows to track if WTs associated with CEs in contiguous 

624      locations are coming from the same storm moving along the coastline. We found that this 

625 behaviour is more evident along the US coastlines, because Atlantic cyclones generally either 

626 travel parallel to the coastline towards the NE or diverge from the coast and follow the 

627     northern boundary of the Gulf Stream eastward (Colucci, 1976). The poleward direction of 

628      storm tracks over the eastern US is also reflected in the elongation from southwest to 

629 northeast of patterns of extreme precipitation and river discharge, concentrated in the 

630 northeast, southeast and Gulf regions, respectively (Kinghton et al., 2019). 

631 Regarding the comparison of our results with previous studies, Wahl et al. (2015) found that 

632 in New York City and Boston, the SLP and wind composites of those CEs defined by extreme 
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633      storm surges and heavy precipitation differ from weather patterns associated with events 

634 with high storm surge and low precipitation. In this study, the WTs associated with the highest 

635 occurrence of CEs in the area of New York City and Boston (WT45 and WT46 in Figure 6) are 

636      characterized by a dipole of SLP, with a similar spatial structure as identified in Wahl et al. 

637 (2015). The main WTs associated with CE occurrence are 23, 30 and 37 which can be 

638   considered “subpatterns”, following the description in Roller et al., 2018, of a more general 

639 weather regime pattern characterized by a large trough between the Midwest and East Coast, 

640   with a ridge to the west which generates the highest amount of precipitation in the eastern 

641    United States. WT29 and WT49 can be associated with another weather regime which 

642      exhibits a ridge over the south-eastern United States and a trough offshore, accompanied 

643    with south-west winds which bring precipitation into the farther southern US (Roller et al., 

644 2018). 

645 On the other hand, CEs on the west coast of the UK are mainly associated with weather 

646    patterns that are principally characterized by dipole pressure fields resembling the positive 

647      phase of NAO (WT4, WT5), or low-pressure systems located close to the UK (WT6, WT14). 

648 These WTs resemble coastal-risk patterns derived along the west coast of the UK (20, 26, 29 

649 and 30) by relating a weather pattern classification (Neal et al., 2016) to observed skew surges 

650     (Neal et al., 2018), which were also identified as the wettest synoptic types along the west 

651 coast of the UK (Richardson et al., 2018). Concurrent precipitation and wind extreme events 

652 at the western Iberian Peninsula also observed to be clearly associated with a cyclonic feature 

653   and that most of these cyclones (60%) either cross the Iberian Peninsula or pass to the 

654    northwest (Hénin et al., 2020). A similar behaviour is observed in the spatial distribution of 

655      CEs associated with WT8, WT7 and WT6, and in the transition from WT8 to WT7 and WT6 

656 from the analysis of the probability matrix. 

657 The identification of the atmospheric patterns that are more (or less) likely to generate 

658   CEs can provide support to other applications that rely on meteorological 659 processes, such 

as flood forecasting and warning systems. Outputs from predictions systems 660 can be assigned to 

the closest matching predefined weather patterns to provide the likelihood 661    of CEs which is 

associated with the occurrence of specific weather types. 662      Furthermore, this weather-typing 

approach can also be used as a statistical downscaling 663 method to obtain indirect long-term 

projections or long-term climate variability of compound 664 flooding potential occurrence. 

Probabilities of weather patterns can be calculated in other 
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665 time periods because synoptic variables (such as SLP) or mesoscale variables (such as 

666   precipitation) are often available for longer historical time periods (e.g., 20CR, new updates 

667 of ERA5) or climate projections (e.g., new CMIP6). Combining the WT probabilities and 

668 probabilities of getting a CE when a certain WT occurs (see Figure SM6) allows estimation of 

669 the changes in the occurrence of coastal CEs in the past and on into the future. 

670       Some subjectivity exists concerning selecting the optimal number of WTs. The purpose of 

671 these classifications is not to define weather regimes (e.g., Roller et al., 2016, Kingthon et al., 

672   2019), which usually requires a substantially reduced number of patterns (e.g., in the order 

673     of five or six). In our case, we need more patterns to differentiate between similar 

674 extratropical storms but with slight differences in the location of the center of low-pressure 

675 systems and evolution which determine the area where CEs occurs. We have analysed several 

676   indicators related to the link between WTs and CEs and that inform about the performance 

677 of the WT classification in the characterization of CEs. These indicators are: 

 678      the number of WTs that has associated CEs, the number of CEs within each WT and the  

679 probability of CEs when each WT occur (see Figure SM9). We have selected 8x8 WTs for 

680 European coastlines and 7x7 WTs for US coastlines because these sizes provide an equilibrium 

681 between indicators (we limit the number of WTs linked to CEs keeping similar 

occurrence of CEs 

684       associated with each WT as with lower number of WTs and a probability that a CE occurs 

685   within each WT close to higher number of WTs). In the case of US coastlines, lower number 

686      of WTs is required because the analysis is only focused on extratropical season. In the WT 

687 classification for European sites, there are several WTs that only occur in summer (see Figure 

688 3) and they do not have any CE associated which means that pattern’s link to CEs are limited 689 

to similar number of WTs than for the US coastlines. 

690 While we identify compound flooding events from flood elevation due to the interaction of 

691 discharge and storm surge drivers, some processes  remain unresolved. GTSM does not 

692 account for non-linear surge-tide interactions, or inter-annual variability in mean sea levels 

693 due to steric effects or waves, reservoirs are not included in CaMa-Flood, and local variations 

694 in bathymetry are not accounted for in both models (Eilander et al., 2020). Although back- 

695 water level due to tidal and surge affecting river discharge (Ganguli & Merz, 2019; Moftakhari 
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696 et al., 2017) is simulated in the water surface elevation, the river discharge can also affect the 

697 coastal water level (Piecuch et al., 2018). A two-way coupling between GTSM and CaMa-Flood 

698 could assess the complete interactions while the complex hydrodynamic interactions 

699 between different flood drivers in coastal areas could be solved using higher resolution 2D 

700 flood models (Eilander et al., 2020)”. 

701 701 

702 8. Conclusions 
 

703 In this paper, we have characterized the daily synoptic weather patterns associated with 

704 coastal compound events along the European and US coastlines of the North Atlantic Ocean. 

705 First, we have identified compound events based on a proxy of the potential flooding impact 

706   defined by the water surface elevation at the estuarine mouths (linked to a catchment area 

707 larger than 1000 km2 using the data provided by Eilander et al., 2020), driven by both extreme 

708 skew surge and river discharge. Second, weather patterns were obtained from a classification 

709   of sea level pressure fields and precipitation fields using k-means algorithm. The study area 

710       has been divided into two subdomains: (1) European and (2) US coastlines due to climate 

711 differences regarding storm tracks of the extratropical cyclones and spatial patterns of 

712      precipitation. Moreover, only the extratropical season has been analysed here for the US 

713 subdomain, because tropical cyclones are not well reproduced in ERA-Interim. 

714   We have found that coastal compound events occurred more frequently along European as 

715    opposed to US coastlines. Regarding the total number of compound events, areas with the 

716     highest occurrence of these events are concentrated in the northwest coast of the Iberian 

717      Peninsula, around Strait of Gibraltar and west coast of UK. In the case of US locations, the 

718 areas with highest number of compound events are located mainly in the Gulf of Mexico and 

719 along the mid-eastern US coastlines. 

720 The weather-typing approach we have applied has allowed us to identify that the occurrence 

721   of compound events in each location is associated with few dominant weather patterns 

722 usually characterized by low pressure systems accompanied with a spatial distribution of the 

723    precipitation concentrated over the surrounded area of the site. This is the reason why the 

724 occurrence of compound events along the European coastlines are concentrated in the main 

725 pathways of the cyclone storms that cross the North Atlantic Ocean conditioning the spatial 

726 distribution to the locations of the low-pressure systems. In the case of US coastlines, 
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727     locations along the Gulf of Mexico and south-middle eastern US coastlines share the same 

728 weather types associated to compound events which represent storms that travel northward 

729 parallel to the coastline. 

730 The approach we propose in this study allows to indirectly estimate probabilistic historical or 

731      future changes of the occurrence of coastal compound events based on the probability of 

732   WTs during those time periods. Besides, this analysis provides support to flood forecasting. 

733       Predicting if flooding impact is likelihood to be caused by a compound event can assist to 

734      prepare a better co-ordinated emergency plan which would increase the evacuation 

735     effectiveness and impact mitigation. Splitting the occurrence of compound events in the 

736    corresponding WTs discriminates the interannual variability based on the relationship with 

737 dominant climate indices in the North Atlantic Ocean. 

738 
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